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Day of Year  

 

 

Day 55 (2/24/20)  

 

Status Summary: 

All instruments are nominal (excepting the LELT failure for OLA). OCAMS is powered on. 

There was an issue acquiring carrier lock during yesterday’s pass; the cause and impacts (if any) 

are as yet unclear. Today’s pass was nominal: The OCAMS partition was drawn down to ~4%; 

other partitions are empty. We have long passes throughout this week.  

Images from the last few days are trickling through SPOC processing. Three particle monitoring 

images are failing checksums and appear to be missing lines; we are awaiting the frame gap 

report for clarification.  

A TAGCAMS aliveness EVR alarm was triggered over the weekend. Per Brent Bos, this is an 

issue that has been seen before and resolves itself, and no impacts to images are expected. ISA-

13403 has been opened.  

Looking ahead: Today and throughout this week, we will acquire particle monitoring images at 

an increased cadence: every 20 minutes for 7 hours per day. Daily OpNavs will continue as 

usual. There are three potential burns this week. Tomorrow’s SOPG meeting may be canceled 

(nothing being kicked off).  

Day 57 (2/26/20) 

Status Summary: 

 

All subsystems and payloads are nominal/green status except the OLA LELT, which continues to 

be tracked as yellow. OCAMS is powered on. Burn RP31 took place yesterday. Burn R3T3 has 

been waived. Burn R3P2 will take place on Saturday (29 February, DOY 59). All partitions are 

empty and are expected to continue emptying daily this week. 

 

On DOY 55 (Monday 25 February), another TAGCAMS anomaly occurred, similar to what we 

have seen before, where the checksum completes but the image is blank. This led to the loss of 

four OpNav images. Scheduled power cycling resolved the issue and OpNavs are now coming 

down nominally. ISA-13496 has been opened. 



 

We are not requesting a retransmit for the single particle image with lines missing from DOY 54. 

 

Looking ahead: We will continue with high-cadence particle monitoring throughout the week (42 

images per day, except reduced in the case of actual or waived burns). There is a Science Weekly 

tomorrow in which the OLA team will be outbriefing on the LELT anomaly. Next week is the 

Recon C low sortie to Nightingale; the downlink tag-up will take place every day. 


